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Talking about blockchain in finance and banking used to be a very, very limited

topic.



Source: Bartsch (2018).
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-Focus on the individual 

customer becomes a key 

differentiator for banks in 

b2b/b2c markets

-Big Data and AI allow for 

predictive analytics on a 

single customer level – with 

personal interaction

-Blockchain can minimize 

security concerns by 

customers through tracable 

transactions

-Banks grow beyond financial 

services – the one-stop-

shop for complex, highly 

individualized services

-Platform Banking Systems 

replace Core Banking 

systems to allow for open 

access ecosystems

The evolution of banking up to now. But the next step is a revolution – and revolutions

don´t happen with small steps.



Source: Bartsch (2018).

This is the picture I have painted last year – and it has clarified since.
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Source: Bartsch (2018).

Or, to say it more drastically: Soon nobody will be needing the banks we see today

anymore!

Capital 
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Bank as traditional 
intermediary/gatekeeper

Blockchain-based transactions

Capital 
Demand

Capital Supply
Does anybody see the Bank 
now?

Providing transactional security



And besides that, look at the digital disruptions to come. Do you think large banks will

be able to handle those better than small, agile Fintechs? Really?



Banking 2025 will most probably be much more looking like this – a platform business

model.



You don´t believe that? Well, 7 out of the Top 10 most valuable companies in the world

are Platform businesses. Why should the banking world be different? And don´t some of

them already offer financial services?



Yes, true - as thrilling as it may sound, a platform solution in banking brings about

some tough reality checks.

- Transaction cost/complexity

- Security

- Transparency

- Trust

- Traceability



...but guess what? Blockchain can help you tackle those issues – and that pretty

efficiently.

Source: TradeIX (2018).



In other words: Blockchain is the transmission belt that makes platform banking, a

likely banking scenario for the future, run!

Blockchain



Looking at Yu´e Bao, the worlds largest monetary fund, which works as such a

platform, such an ecosystem.



But there are also still significant barriers to blockchain implementation – so some homework to

be done to make it all happen!
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Drivers: 1.) process optimization

2.) outsourcing/specialization effects

Drivers: 3.) improved customer experience

4.) new customer acquisition

5.) customer retention

6.) customer insight/data

Source: Bartsch (2018)

Online Branch
(Drivers: 1)

Expanding Integrated Financial Services
(Drivers: 3, 4, 5, 6)

Moving Customers from branch to digital
(Drivers: 1)

AI application in Portfolio Management
(Drivers: 1, 4, 5, 6)

Launching DPBA (likeN26)
(Drivers: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6)

Blockchain-based Digital Banking
(Drivers: 1, 3, 4, 5)

Digital Banking as a Platform
(Drivers: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

Platform beyond financial services (e.g. DigiKala)
(Drivers: 3, 4, 6)

Creation of an official intra-banking blockchain
(Drivers: 1,2, 3, 4, 5)

With the DB&P Digital Transition Dividend Map you can measure your digital wins with the right 
set of KPIs (example). Including the implementation of an intra-banking blockchain.



Finally the DB&P Dynamic Business Model Canvas (DBMC) enables you to carefully 

manage the (business model) change process even in times of constant disruption.

Source: Bartsch (2018) based on www.businessmodelgenerator.com.
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 The value of Blockchain in finance and banking is much more important in terms of transaction efficiency and 
security that it is in terms of cryptocurrency speculation.

 The banking world, already in the middle of a major shake-up, will be most likely seeing even more drastic 
disruptions in the very near future.

 Instead of viewing them as threats, banks should nourish Fintechs and integrate them – through collaboration 
and/or M&A – into their value chains and create efficient, customer-focused ecosystems, i.e. platform banking 
solutions.

 Blockchain can serve as THE one transmission belt making such platforms run efficiently and safely.

 The main concern about blockchain is unclear regulation – so solve that problem quickly. There are arguments 
for and against state-controlled vs. private approaches, but one side has to get the job done.

 Blockchain will be a major component of the digital transformation of the banking industry – its returns can 
be measured as digital dividends and its roadmap can be strategically planned using a dynamic business model 
canvas approach. 



So, what are you waiting for? 

The future with Banking X.0 has 
long begun!

Action eats waiting for lunch!


